Freelander

It's Easy. Whether you've outgrown your tent camper or you're just ready to explore the motorhome lifestyle, the easy life begins with the Coachmen Freelander. Stylish, roomy and affordable, Freelander has everything you and your family need to enjoy the great outdoors in comfort and convenience. And Freelander is backed up by Coachmen's no hassle warranty and a nationwide network of service centers.

Features that matter.

Easy Conveniences
Freelander makes it easy to take it all with you. The huge exterior compartments have more than 100 cubic feet of storage space (most models) while the industry-leading 50-gallon fresh water system allows you to enjoy the great outdoors even longer.

Easy Resting
Freelander accommodates the whole family in comfort for an easy night's sleep. Most models have residential-size queen beds (not the short variety usually found in RVs), a roomy bunk over the cab and on some models an easy-to-convert hide-a-bed sofa.
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Exterior Storage: 104 cu. ft.

**Curb Weight:** The weight of the unit without factory or dealer equipment, and additional options. Ask dealer for weight of loaded unit. This includes the vehicle with a maximum 96” width, although special road usage laws in the states of interest to you before making your purchase. 

**Gross Combined Weight Rating:** The maximum total weight of each component, suspension, and floor system designed to carry. This includes the vehicle, passengers, cargo, and accessories. Do not exceed the GVWR. 

**Gross Vehicle Weight Rating:** The maximum total weight of all components, suspension, and floor system designed to carry. Do not exceed the GVWR. 

**GVWR (lbs.):** 16,000/20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000

**Engine size:** 6.0L 6.0L 6.8L 6.8L 6.8L

**Chassis model:** C-3500/C-3500/E-45/E-45/E-45

**Chassis:** Freelander 3150 SS

**Tow Hitch:** 5,000 lb. Tongue Hitch

**TPO roof covering:** S S S S S S

**Fire extinguisher:** S S S S S S

**Laminated sidewalls:** S S S S S S

**Tinted safety glass windows:** S S S S S S

**LP generator** (diesel units only) S S S S S S

**Water heater by-pass valve:** S S S S S S

**Driver and passenger air bags:** S S S S S S

**Auxiliary coach battery:** S S S S S S

**30,000 BTU E.I. furnace:** S S S S S S

**E.I. water heater:** S S S S S S

**Heartland edge countertops, high gloss finish, polished sink, cabinet doors, designer window treatments and pleated window shades:** S S S S S S

**Freelander 2890 QB**

**Sleeping capacity:** 5 4 6 5 5 6

**Exterior height:** 11’2” 11’2” 11’2” 11’2” 11’2” 11’2”

**Exterior storage:** 104 cu. ft.

**Exterior Sidewalls – High Gloss WELBECK BIRCH™

**Options:**

- Optional overhead entertainment center includes a 26” LCD TV/DVD player and a Bose® Wave radio sound system. It can be the Freelander for the whole family and still allow room for a bunk that can sleep a full-size adult.

- "SuperSlide Models" refer to the 5-bunk model versions equipped with a bunk sleeps 5.

- "Cherry model equipped with bunk tray option - has a reduced fresh water capacity of 25 gallons."

**Freelander – Easy Exterior Features**

- Automotive style dash is loaded with conveniences like power windows and locks, cruise control, power steering, drink holders, dual air bags and brake stash CD player that make driving simple and easy.

- Coach command center makes it simple to use many of the commonly used gauges and switches.

- The standard ceiling light makes the living area bright and inviting.
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